On our honour,
we promised…
Final Report on Scouts Canada’s International
Development Project, Madagascar 2012

“The size of your dreams must
always exceed your current
capacity to achieve them. If your
dreams do not scare you, they are
not big enough.”
-Ellen John Sirleaf,
Nobel Peace Laureate

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In my initial address to the Madagascar 2012 team, I
wrote: “I can’t promise that we’ll see lemurs, or that you’ll
always like what you eat, but I can guarantee that this
project will be life-changing.” In the end, we did see
lemurs, and we didn’t always like the food. As for lifechanging, I think it was more than that.

Creighton Avery, Youth
Contingent Leader

I can confidently say that Madagascar 2012 was the most
challenging thing I’ve ever done. It was extremely difficult,
but because it was so difficult, I believe it was also so
much more meaningful. Everything we had was put into
our project. Our blood, sweat, and tears (thankfully, more
sweat than blood) built it. So to stand there at the end of it
all and look at it was very emotional.
There was never I time I asked myself, “Was it enough?
Could we have done more?” simply because it took
everything we had within us. And while we struggled, it
only reminded me more of the people around us, as they
struggle every day of their life just to make sure they have
food on their plate each night.
Looking back, I can proudly say that Scouts Canada has
some of the most remarkable people I have ever had the
honour to work with. Tired, sick, and worn down, everyone
had personal challenges, but everyone pushed through
them and delivered an outstanding result.
There are things that just cannot be measured. These
were the relationships we built with each other and with
those in Madagascar. It is in the lessons and experiences
we gained. And it is in the spirit of hope we gave to those
in Madagascar; hope that change is here, and hope that
they will not be forgotten.

L. Creighton Avery
Youth Contingent Leader
Madagascar 2012
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THE PROJECT
“It is the belief of the people of Ambato Boeni that
their future mayor is now learning at their new
school”
-Fr Alfredo Ramanadraibe
Over 10 days, three structures slowly rose from a dusty field, which
before that time had been completely void of anything but a foot
path cutting a course to the Betsi Boka River. They were literally
built from scratch, from the very materials that surround them:
wood, soil, sand, gravel and water.
Early the first morning after arriving in Ambato Boeni, the project
leadership team visited the construction site to find that work was
already behind schedule by about two weeks. The goal, at the
time, was to build a dormitory, a washroom facility, a shaded eating
area and a wall surrounding the campus area. The wall was quickly
removed from the equation because of the amount of time that it
would take to build it. In addition, ground had not yet been broken
on the dormitory foundation and brick production for the washroom
and dormitory was behind schedule as well. There was a lot of
work to do.
The first task was to get the foundation completed for the dormitory.
With limited tools, but an abundance of determination, the
Contingent was able to complete this in three days. While this was
going on, there was a constant stream of bricks being built by hand,
and dried in the sun. The shaded eating area, made of spars and
palm leaves, was nearing completion – which was good. It was
incredibly hot, and seemed to get hotter every day.
Materials were being sourced from everywhere. Sand came from
an island in the middle of the river, requiring a dug-out canoe to go
back and forth through the day and night, bringing sand needed for
morter and bricks. Soil was moved, one bag at a time, from a
nearby hill. Water was raised from the well¹ that Scouts Canada
sponsored in 2009. Cement was carried down, one 55kg bag at a
time from the village centre up the hill (over 100 bags were needed
¹ Prior to 2009, the leading cause of death among children in Ambato Boeni was using and
drinking contaminated water from the Betsi Boka River. Since the two wells were dug,
sponsored by Scouts Canada – Tri-Shores Council in 2009, not a single child has died
from water-borne illness.
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Iain Tait, Project
Advisor

“On this project, I saw firsthand how difficult it can be to
change a situation, how essential it is to have
meaningful support from the community and how
challenging it can be to navigate a different cultural and
political system. The biggest impact though, may be a
sense among the community that someone cared about
them, came to help, and that their situation can improve
– a sense of hope.”
- Dawn, Central Escarpment Council
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for construction)! These three structures really did
come from Ambato Boeni!
By day four, the frame for the dormitory was starting
to go up. The dormitory was finally starting to take
shape. Because it was being built with corrugated
steel siding, all the bricks that were being made were
now focused on the washroom facility, which
included toilet stalls and showers.
An interesting ceremony was conducted as the
centre roof beam was put in place for each of the two
buildings. For the washroom facility, one of the
Malagasy stone masons climbed up to the very top
and christened the building with a bottle of locallly
made alcohol, declaring a blessing on the building,
those who are building it, and all those who will use
it. When it came time to bless the dormitory, it was
the Scouts Canada’s turn, giving the same blessing
as had been done for the washroom facility (although
this time in English). It was a day for celebration,
although work was only half way completed.
There were of course a great number of hurdles and
challenges to overcome. The main challenge was in
sourcing materials. Because Ambato Boeni is fairly
removed geographically from the nearest city of
Mahajanga (it was a five hour drive), plans had to be
made days in advance to order materials. They had
to be delivered just in time to ensure their security at
the work site. As plans change and sometimes fell
behind schedule, there was a constant need to
scramble to figure out back up plans for back up
plans. This is the nature of international
development, and working in Madagascar proved to
be a great training in flexibility.
The work, to say the least, was exhausting for
everyone, Canadians and Malagasy alike. The heat
sometimes proved to be too much to work through
the entire afternoon, so everyone would take two
hours for lunch, through the hottest part of the day,
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before returning to work as it started
to cool.

Picture of Bruce in
Madagascar

Despite the sometimes overpowering
heat, the project was completed. It
was necessary to tack on an
additional day of work, on the
Saturday of Canada Night, to ensure
that everything was finished for the
dedication ceremony the next day.
Against all odds (so it seemed), the
project was completed.

The next day, the site and the
buildings were dedicated to the
future of Ambato Boeni, something
which had admittedly not been
considered very often within the village. When so
much of your effort is put into trying to think of how
to survive and provide for your family from day to
day, it’s hard to think any further ahead than the
next meal.

Inukshuk in front of the
school commemorating
the project partnership

Since the project was completed, so many more
changes have taken place. The local public school
had been closed, and turned into a private school,
which made it much more difficult for youth in the
village to attend. For this reason, the dormitory was
converted into a three classroom school house,
serving grades 4-6. The shaded eating area is now
being used as a hostel for families visiting their
children who are studying at the school.
Most importantly of all though is the impact this
project has had on the people of Ambato Boeni.
Where once they were understandably preoccupied with their day to day affairs, this project
has helped to show that there is much more that is
possible when everyone comes together. This is a
lesson that we can certainly all take from
Madagascar 2012. We can labour alone for our
entire lives, ensuring there is food on the table each
night, but when we work together, we can literally
move mountains to create a positive change for
generations. This project started with Scouts, but it
is far from finished yet.
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“As a participant on this project, I am proud to realize how much
this international experience has affected me personally. On the
trip, I had the opportunity to work side by side with Scouts from
Madagascar, working under the same Scouting promise and
working towards the same goal of completing the project. We
were able to do this successfully, no matter our culture or
language differences. This was the moment I understood the true
meaning of the Brotherhood of Scouting.”
- Linda, Fraser Valley Council

THE PROGRAM
International travel gives an opportunity to grow as an
individual, travel within Scouting doubly so. The program
components of Madagascar 2012 allowed participants and
leaders to learn more about the Malagasy culture, gain
training in international development and construction, and
have experiences and create memories that they will take
with them for the rest of their lives. The goal for the
program within Madagascar 2012 was to go past simply
looking at Madagascar, but rather to see it and experience
it.
The Contingent first came together at Tamaracouta Scout
Reserve in Quebec Council. Here, they broke the ice with
team building activities (many of them were meeting for
the first time), and gained a better understanding of social
justice, poverty and hunger, as well as the Millennium
Development Goals and their role in achieving them. At
the same time, the group was able to learn the practical
skills and knowledge necessary to have a productive and
meaningful trip to Madagascar, including, construction, a
safety and security orientation, and tips for long distance
travel. There was even a Malagasy cooking class!
Upon arrival in Antananarivo, Madagascar, the group was
immediately immersed in a strange and exciting culture.
The sights, sounds, smells, everything was different.
While in Antananarivo, they were able to sample Malagasy
food for the first time at the Spiritan House where they
were staying the night. In the morning, they visited the
Antananarivo Lemur Park, where so many species of
lemur jumped, climbed and occassionally danced. For
many participants and leaders, this was the first time not
only seeing lemurs, but also the mighty baobab tree, one
of the symbols of Madagascar.
Flying to Mahajanga after the brief visit to Antananarivo,
the group was greeted by a large group of Scouts and a
marching band! There was singing and dancing in the
parking lot of the airport until it was too dark to continue.
This was the support from Scouting and the community
that the group found all through the project.
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A picture of something really great from the program side of things. The main picture for this section should be
something that incorporates a large number of group members doing an activity while we’re in Madagascar. This one
could be of Canada night or the campfire or something

Over the next two weeks, the group had
the opportunity to participate in many
cultural activities, including sharing of
coffee, religious holidays, the incredibly
exciting Market Day in Ambato Boeni,
and sharing our culture during Canada
Night and Scout campfires.
Sometimes it was the normal occurances
that ended up being the most interesting
experience. Market Day is every
Thursday in Ambato Boeni, where the
entire village centre is transformed into a
bustling market with every good
imaginable. The village really comes
alive. There was a sensory overload
trying to take in everything that was going
on in every direction as goods came in
from other communities, and even across
the river in large dug-out canoes.
One of the highlights was an overnight at
Ankaranfantsika National Park. The
group was able to go on a nature hike to
a vast canyon, seeing the rock formation
called “tsingy”. It was amazing how vast
and varied the Malagasy landscape can
be, from lush forests to arid grasslands,
and coastal cities to dusty, rural
communities.
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Canada Night and the Scout Campfires
were an opportunity to share cultures
with food, songs, skits and sometimes
just a smile. While it is important to learn
more about the Malagasy culture, it was
also important for the people of Ambato
Boeni to know more about this group of
Canadians who travelled half way around
the world to work with them.
With the project successfully completed,
the trip ended with a return to Mahajanga
for some relaxing touring along the cost
of the Mozambique Channel, including a
visit to the Great Baobab. While
originally the site of the slave trade, it
now serves as a symbol of hope and
inspiration to those who visit it.
Upon return to Antananarivo, there was
time to learn a little bit more about the
brick making industry in the city, to visit a
trade school for orphaned teenagers, and
an enormous arts and crafts market.
The program helped everyone better
understand the culture, history,
environment and society of Madagascar.
it is these memories, photos and stories
that will last a lifetime.

ITINERARY

16-17 August: Construction

5-8 Aug: Pre-camp at Tamaracouta

18-19 August: Visit to Ankarafantsika
National Park

8 Aug: Depart from Montreal

20-22 August: Construction

9 Aug: Layover in Paris, continue to
Antananarivo for overnight stay

23 August: Market Day, working in
afternoon.

10 Aug: Visit Lemur Park in
Antananarivo, then fly to Mahajanga

24-25 August: Construction and
project completion

11-12 August: Cultural education,
touring Mahajanga, learning about
language, food and customs of
Madagascar

25 August: Canada Night

12 August: Depart for Ambato Boeni,
settle into accommodations, meet with
local Scouts

26 August: Dedication Ceremony
27-29 August: Return to Mahajanga
for debriefing and wind down activities
29 August: Return to Antananarivo

13-14 August: Construction project
begins

30 August: Visit to local trade school
for orphaned youth, visit large arts and
crafts market, depart for Canada.

15 August: Assumption of Mary
holiday, working in afternoon.

31 August: Arrive back in Canada,
safe and sound

A picture of something really great from the program side of things. This one could be of something having to do with
lemurs or the national park, or Mahajanga. Try not to double up with the picture from the Program Section

FROM FAR AND WIDE
One of the objectives of a project like this is to educate others
about another part of the world, and what life is like there. At
the same time, Madagascar 2012 aimed to show the
opportunities that Scouts Canada can provide to young people
across the country.
This was accomplished in many ways, like the Buy A Brick
Campaign, Madagascar 2012 Program Jumpstarts, selling
project t-shirts and crests and through presentations and
workshops.
The support was overwhelming. Groups from across the
country were participating in fundraising campaigns like the Buy
A Brick campaign. This offered everyone the opportunity to
take an active role in changing the world by pledging $5 for
every brick that went into the construction of the school and
washroom facility. Groups were doing fundraising campaigns
entirely on their own. The support was inspiring!
In education, sections were able to get the Madagascar 2012
Program Jumpstarts, which included a month of program ideas
about Madagascar’s culture, history and natural environment.
This program also showed youth how they can have a role in
making a positive change right in their own communities, and
around the world. Through fun and games, Beaver Scouts,
Cub Scouts and Scouts were able to learn more about the world
outside their meeting hall, and just how exciting it can be.
The project participants and leadership did not sit idly by either.
They were active in promoting the project through
presentations, running programs and fundraising efforts, and
even putting together a promotional video called “On our
honour, we promised”. This video helped to raise awareness of
not only this project, but the need for change, and Scouts
Canada’s impressive capacity to achieve it.
With the support of 100 000 members of Scouts Canada from
across Canada, Madagascar 2012 was able to move
mountains, not only in Ambato Boeni, but right here in Canada,
too.
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“I’m proud to have been a part of a project and team like
Madagascar 2012. Not only have I been able to help others
in some of the bleakest parts of the world, but I have also
been able to learn from the immense differences in culture.
I’ll never forget the resilience, optimism, and determination
many of the locals showed even through their day to day
hardships. Madagascar 2012 and other projects like it have
truly shown me the opportunity I have to make a difference
in the world.”
- Steven, Tri-Shores Council

Facts and Figures
$9,285 in received for the Buy A Brick Campaign
625 Madagascar 2012 Crests sold across Canada
194 Madagsacar 2012 T-shirts sold across Canada

“On behalf of the Cub Scouts and Leaders of 1st Haney, we
would like to thank you for the Madagascar presentation. The
evening tied in nicely with the activities we’ve been doing with
the Cub Scouts: stories around the campfire, ater races, and
learning about developing countries. The video presentation reaffirmed the Cubs’ understanding of why they are participating
in the Buy A Brick fundraiser for Madagascar 2012”
- Jason Buck (Chil)

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
One of the greatest challenges in international
development is trying to budget and monitor
expenses and revenue for a project which, by its very
nature, must remain flexible to the ever-changing
environment of a rural, developing community on the
other side fo the planet. This is never an easy task,
but certainly an important one.
For Madagascar 2012, revenue came from three
sources: participant fees (which covered all individual
expenses such as food, travel, accommodations and
program), donations, which helped to offset
participant fees, and funding from the Canadian
Scout Brotherhood Fund. The Canadian Scout
Brotherhood Fund was created following WWII to
help rebuild Scouting in Europe, and exists today as
a way to fund materials for the international
development efforts of Scouts Canada.
The greatest expense for Madagascar 2012 was
certainly transportation. Flying 22 people half way
around the world is never cheap. However, through
proper planning and a preview trip conducted in
2008, the project leadership team was able to offer a
well-rounded program that helped balance the
budget of the program, keeping in line with the cost
of previous international development efforts in more
accessible parts of the world.
The tables to the right will show where money came
from and how it was spent over the course of the
eight month financial lifespan of the project.
Ultimately, the project was left with a small surplus
(the surplus came from contingency funds set aside
in case of an emergency or unexpected cost in
Madagascar), which will be used towards future
projects in Madagascar, enabling everyone involved
to continue supporting the people of Ambato Boeni
well into the future.

MADAGASCAR 2012 FINANCIAL REPORT
REVENUE
Participant/Leader personal payments
MAD Apparel Sales
Donations
Online Donations
Canadian Scout Brotherhood Fund Contribution
Group Donations
Scout Shop Sales
Bank Interest
TOTAL REVENUE

$69 172.30
$2 780.00
$10 666.91
$10 194.10
$25 000.00
$396.00
$1 120.00
$0.69
$119 330.00

EXPENSES
Airfare
Travel Insurance
*Food and water in Madagascar
*Accommodations in Madagascar
Ground transportation in Madagascar
Ground transportation in Canada
Transfer fees (sending money to Madagascar)
Contingent Items (clothing, crests, etc)
*Program in Madagascar
PROJECT
*Cement, sand, gravel
*Windows and doors
*Steel for roof and walls
*Plumbing
*Wood for framing
*Tools for site
*Nails, bolts, etc
*Funds contributed for food garden
Pre-camp at TSR
Postage
Bank Fees
TOTAL EXPENSES

Madagascar Fund

$69 700.59
$923.00
$2 900.00
$2 937.50
$2 300.00
$430.00
$717.03
$5 254.49
$3 725.00
$9 800.00
$1 240.00
$8 700.00
$1 935.00
$475.00
$1 400.00
$578.00
$872.00
$2 284.95
$44.49
$1.40
$116 218.45

$3 111.55

*Note: some expenses are approximate due to exchange rates
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Project Recommendations
1) Working in Madagascar is completely different from anywhere else in the
world. It took a number of days before the project leadership team was able to
learn how to ask questions to get the required information. Patience and
diplomacy are key, and flexibility must become standard. There are hidden
costs in everything. There are never too many questions to ask.
2) Future projects going to Madagascar should find a community contact first
before looking for Scouting contacts. Locating Scouting in the community may
prove to be easier than starting at the national level. Madagascar has a very
complicated National Scout Federation composed of several Scout
Associations which may or may not operate in all parts of the country.
3) Do not over-estimate the value of a cup of coffee. Over the course of
construction, many of the skilled Malagasy workers became frustrated
because there were many different understandings of work. The Contingent
would have been well served to have sat down early on with the Malagasy
who would be working with the Contingent and discuss the site management
plan and how to best work together. By forming that bond early on, it not only
creates a better working environment, but it will provide better security for tools
and materials (which were sometimes sold in the evenings).

Program Recommendation
1) For future projects that have a contingent composed of participants and
leaders from across the country, a pre-camp is essential. This gives
everyone an opportunity to form bonds, get to know personalities and gives
the leadership team an opportunity to see strengths and weaknesses.
However, adding two or three days to the beginning of the trip to Madagascar
may have proven to be a better way to orientate the contingent to Malagasy
life, culture, society and political system. It is recommended to all future
projects that pre-camps be held primarily in the country where the project will
take place.

Communications Recommendations
1) Internet is exceedingly scarce in rural Madagascar, and when it is available,
the cost prohibits extended use. The project communication plan outlined a
strategy for regular internet access, however not all costs had been made
apparent. It is best to stress at the beginning that maintaining a blog, or
writing home regularly by email will not be possible in rural Madagascar.
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2) Similarly, to allow more opportunity for communication between participants
and their family, participants should be able to choose to bring a cell phone
with them, being made fully aware that using it for texting or emails could
become expensive. This allows each participant to decide what level of
communication they desire, and balance this with their own budget.

Logistics Recommendation
1) For Madagascar 2012, the project leadership made use of the Delta Group
Desk for booking flights to Madagascar. This was a lifesaver. It saved
money and effort by working directly with the airline. This also made it
possible to place a deposit on airfare to secure tickets before having to
purchase the tickets in full. It is recommended that all future projects go
through this same process where possible. In addition, any projects going to
Madagascar are recommended to contact Delta Airlines directly to
investigate direct flights from Europe to Madagascar through partner airlines.

Risk Management Recommendation
1) Travel insurance must be better researched before purchasing, particularly if
it is being purchased for the entire group. Madagascar 2012 used the
International Volunteer Card, which did not prove to be sufficient coverage.
Many participants felt additional coverage was necessary, and so purchased
another plan as well.

Contingent Recommendations
1) What participants and leaders can expect from a project should be clearly
laid out in initial information about future projects. There were some
instances where Contingent members were surprised by the living
conditions, access to communications, and the overall impact of the project.
By better explaining exactly what to expect, in very clear terms, youth and
adults will be better prepared for living and working in a developing area.
2) Leadership within the Contingent was sometimes confusing. With Patrol
Leaders, Assistant Patrol Leaders, a Court of Honour, Patrol Advisors and a
Project Leadership Team, it was not always apparent who was most
responsible. Simple leadership structures may work better in the future. By
encouraging youth to take on roles that would traditionally be held by adults,
it is easier to take into account youth opinions and perspectives when making
decisions. The Court of Honour and Patrol system could then be discarded
as it created more layers of leadership than were necessary for such a small
group in such close quarters. Group discussions over meals or in the
evening may be much better way to gain input and opinions from everyone.
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PARTICIPANTS
Creighton Avery, Youth Contingent Leader, Peterborough, ON
Steven Avery, Ilderton, ON
Carey Benson, Sherwood Park, AB
Dawn Carr, Patrol Leader, Waterloo, ON
Emilie Diver, Assistant Patrol Leader, Baie D’Urfé, QC
Spencer Ekels, Mississauga, ON
Nic Forget, Peterborough, ON
Kim Fortin, Patrol Leader, Pointe Claire, QC
Oliver Fowler, Edmonton, AB
Mike Francis, Assistant Patrol Leader, Ottawa, ON
Joel Ingram, Dartmouth, NS
Ben Ireland, Strathroy, ON
Myra McGowan, Belmont Havelock, ON
Brendan O’Brien, Toronto, ON
Linda Rainbow, Medical Advisor, Delta, BC
Sarah Shaw, St Catharines, ON

ADVISORS
Bernie Avery, Contingent Advisor, Ilderton, ON
Maureen Avery, Contingent Administator, Ilderton, ON
Bruce Hunter, Project Site Coordinator, Brantford, ON
Peter Luu, Patrol Advisor, Brampton, ON
Iain Tait, Project Advisor, Ottawa, ON
Rob Tuer, Patrol Advisor/Program Advisor, Sarnia, ON
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SPECIAL THANKS
Fr Alfredo Ramandraibe • Sylvia Mamiharivelo • Ross Francis • Alan Mimeault • Jennifer Southward • Bruce and
Gayle Tait • Melissa Jowett • Christine Narraway • Kristofer Johnson • Rob Stewart • Danielle Taylor • Jeff
st
rd
Schaffhauser • Kelly Woltz • Crispin Shaftoe • 1 Haney Group • 123 Ottawa Scouting • Tamaracouta Scout
Reserve • “Poncho” Hart • Greg Peterson • Jennifer Winters • John Neysmith • Dr Chris von Roretz • Grant Ferron •
Cathy Plink • Sandy Schaloske • Charles Van Deel Piepers • National Oilwell Vorco • Anne and Donald Schepens •
Shirley Swane • Margaret Leech • Helen Fyles • Ada Colomb • Joseph Pepin • Kayla Latreille • Helen Campbell •
AJ Macpherson • Tatiana Swanson • Barb Webster • Blair Himmelvelch • Bill Charlton • Roger Pogue • Gill
Hardman • Carrie Charlton • Lars Christensen • Canadian Westen Bank • Anna Kupnicki • Norm Sellgren • Rory
th
LaRocque Walker • John Nelson • 120 Ottewell • 152 Millshaven • Wayne McLaggan • Bill Campbell • Vicki
rd
Wammes • Geoffrey MacDonald • Scott Ritchie • 3 Kanata Group • Marc Halley • Roman Luciw • Tammy Genge •
Rev Maureen Crerar • Cary Boyce • Emma and Fransis Maseh • Gerald J. Way • Marna L. Taylor • Kathleen
Crerar • Tessa King • Cindy Jurak • Diane Morgan • Darlene Acton • Ann Brauer • Kathleen McClellan • Heidi Fett •
Pat Hetherington • Nicole Wetsch • Wendy Ainsworth • Anne Schepens • David and Shirley Fowler • Lee Global
Education Award • AnnMarie Altheim • Jason Taylor • Nancy Harrison • Doug Frost • Jimmy Henry • Jason
Denham • Stephanie Lalonde • Stuart and Monique Tait • Elaine Gerow • Mernie Sweet • Doug Barber • Jon
Bastedo • Dale Mocon • Tina Discoll • Joe McGowan • Evelyn McGowan • Al Keating • Leslie Ireland • Karen
Delaney • Gord Rigby • Mike Ledward • Clare Ford • Tom Dickson • Brooke Wrightly • Debbie Ottley • June
Keating • Jessica Neilson • Olivia Jenkins • Trevor Wood • Roy King • Melanie Mullins • Zack Davies • Evan
Davies • Marg Lyons • Richard Field • Karen Filshie • Joan Wallwork • Julie Hobart • Vicky Gastas • Karen Bartlet •
York Franklin • Eszter Szekely • Mona Allister • Debbie Mitchell • Marta Fraser • Sharon Hislop • Kathy Sulymka •
Rob Skleryk • Darlene and Rand Rainbow • Alex McLean • Larry Trethewey • Velma Hackeson • BettyLou
Stathan • Jennifer Tait • James Patterson • Brian Payne • Doug Smith • John Rowe • Raymond Denning • Dave
Denning • Brandan Dahl • Tom Keith • Shane Scott • Sasha Vojvodin • Bill Pollock • Bill Richardson • Bud Orr •
Dana Bernier • Bill Smith • Doug Hoelzli • Wayne Hodgins • Lloyd Mills • Fred Hoffner • Lynne Collings • Mary
st
Dodge Butcher • Rob and Lori Langford • Linda Ireland • 1 Kerwood Scouting • Janettte White • Kevin Adams •
Lyle Saunders • John Armstrong • Foyer Laval, Antananarivo • Renée Forget • Warren Bath • Len Creamer • Doug
Hatton • Donald and Denise Forget • Kristy Hiltz • Steve Peters • Nick Sheppard • Heather Kavanagh • Richard and
Gillian Street • Paul Marot • Peter Hodgkins • Sharon Kirkwood • Cole Johnston • Curtis and Stephanie Nickel •
Gordon McCauley • Ross Gilmour • John Smith • Ed Wills • Lyle Shaw • Bonnie Chandler • Sandy and Norphy
Rossetto • Loretta and Norm Sutton • Bill and Betty Coplen • Claudia Coplen • Bill Young • Steve Coplen • Kathy
McCabe • J Osborne • Owen McKay • Cheryl Gignac • Jim Cernecca • Mark Muzyka • Josh Michener • Media Pro •
Carla Stroud • Linda Bowden • Sarah Koteks • Kevin Cosby • Carla Boucher • Ross Cutler • Jeff Knoll • Julius
Daquioal • Mark Rees • Becky Mussat • Ramune Bell • Sandra Beauvais • Linda Vanveen • Kelly Boyde • Lyle
th
st
Shaw • Jim Bradley • Dan and Brenda Lee McNiven • 30 Seymor • 1 Brookswood Thunderbirds • Glen Hudson
Professional Corporation • Stephen Tressider • Sue Knoll • Keith Pidduck • Doug Robertson • John Cecckin • Barb
Taylor • Brigitte Cecckin • Joan Seguin • Helen Asham • Bob Privett • Steve Holmes • Vince Goldsworthy • Kyle
Sodoin • Barb Stove • Mary Turton • Terry and Wayne Stoddart • Susie Pilson • Rhena Mann • Sue Thibodeau •
Marion Cross • Gordon Kinket • Jean Winram • Bev Morris • Kelly Holder • Elyse Van Husen • Lois Smith • Alfreda
Gonzalez • Courtney Gibson • Rob Graham • Sandra Smith • Mike Giouet • Kathy Molloy • Jenny Shaw • Kelly
Boyd • Cassandra Osborne • Betty Shaw • Tracey Nolan • Gary Osborne • Nancy Simmons • Ron Mulder • Jim
Cernocca • Val Doherty • Mark Rees • Angela Hill • Muriel Blanchard • William Hagarty • Marcus Hart • Bob
Cunningham • Hector Lamrock • Phyllis Lamrock • Barbara Hnatiak • Paula McGowan • Pete McKenzie • Tray
Adams • Joanne Menzies • Della Carroll • Donal O’Ray • Lenna Rutherford • Joan Higgens • Tracy Battman •
Irene Hardiment • Madeline Horner • Anne MacDonald • Robert Robertson • Ross Heller • David Anderson • Kevin
th
Nielson • Gordon Richardson • Sheila Richardson • 57 Windsor Group • Paraguay 2009 • Dennis Wotherspoon
And many, many more!
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